Message from the Pleiadian Beings - November 2022
Dear messengers of light
we greet you from our luminous planes and bring you new joyful information on planetary
development.
This time is unique and evolutionary!
Currently there is an increased activation of the human DNA strands. The sun's rays are activating
them with their crystal energy, preparing them for the arrival of peace-loving star peoples and
communities who have been preparing themselves for a long time.
Civilisations and communities that are still in the Earth's interior are also preparing for the arrival.
With the arrival of these civilisations, the perception and consciousness of human individuals
increases. Therefore, the human being is being increasingly prepared at this time and the cosmic
frequencies are helping it. The human DNA changes its structure and becomes crystalline.
The human soul expands lightfully and connects with worlds and spaces that are lightful and full of
cosmic divine information.
The civilisations and communities within the Earth connect frequency-wise with the human civilisation
and send out signals to it about their existence. The human being receives this information and
perceives it as encouraging frequencies full of confidence in the time to come. The civilisations that
have been within the Earth for millennia are now preparing to surface at the right time and connect
their consciousness and information with the human individuals.
The light beings within the Earth, who are responsible for the human community, are also exchanging
information with the beings of the cosmic world about how they can best help humanity and its
development.
The human being feels that the beings of light are more present than ever.
The human being feels that the beings of light fully support and guide it.
The human being feels that the frequency of trust that flows to it uninterruptedly helps it to transition
into the positive period.
The human being feels that he is supported by an infinite number of light beings, by his ancestors and
by his cosmic family.
The human being begins to feel connectedness with the surrounding world of this galaxy after
thousands of years of manipulation.
It feels connectedness with other people of good will and with other beings from light spheres.
The human being feels that the positive power of the collective brings positive progress and
development for the overall situation.
The sustaining power of the positive timeline of humanity is continually increasing. More and more
people are ascending this positive timeline. People who have remembered their essence and decided
to leave the artificially created timeline of the negative past once and for all.
One person after another is stepping out of the negative, low vibrational time period and moving onto
the line of the luminous axis.
Every day people are evolving in consciousness. They are evolving at a great pace. The human mind
is freeing itself from the space of artificially created reality.
Everything is happening at record speed and an unprecedented amount of people are remembering.
The Cosmic Council rejoices in this development. For the human community has been helped in the
background by the peace-loving star nations and light beings, but the steps to liberate one's own spirit
and the steps to liberate one's own emotions must be taken by each human being himself or herself
and without outside help.
The light beings have reminded every single human being of his lightful, divine origin and are still
doing so. They help him to free himself from the low vibrational levels by his own will and by his own
strength.
We are very grateful that a huge amount of people is freeing themselves from the artificially created
matrix and thereby connecting their consciousness with the spaces of higher consciousness. Thus the
intelligence of the higher consciousness is spreading in the spaces and times of planet Earth.
Everything is proceeding according to the plan of the Cosmic Council. Everything is happening even
faster than we had expected. People who have already developed their consciousness feel that our
words are true. These people feel that a tremendous, hitherto invisible force is guiding them and giving
them support and energy for their actions and for their liberation.
These people know that they will receive clear confirmation that their path is right when they connect
with their heart.

We are grateful for each of you.
We are grateful for the light that you carry within you.
We are grateful that with your light you are liberating your own existence on this earth and the
existence of this planet earth.
We thank you for your love.
Your Pleiadian Companions
Peace with you, peace with us.

